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Lynn Abrams & Julia Smith  

LA : This is Lynn Abrams from the University of Glasgow talking to Professor 

Julia Smith about her article ‘Did Women have a Transformation of the Roman 

World?’  Julia, why in 2000 did you think it was necessary to put gender on the 

agenda of this narrative of transition from antiquity to the Middle Ages? 

JS : Well I think that is a very important question, but it’s one that I want to 

give you quite a long answer to. Um……and,  a two-part answer. One, I want 

to say something a wee bit about myself and my own background, but then I 

want to say something about where the study of the transition from antiquity to 

the Middle Ages is, and how and why I brought those two rather different 

things together in that way. And I think from my own perspective it’s very 

central that I spent the early years of my career in the United States, from 1986 

to 1995; and when I arrived and took out my membership of the American 

Historical Association, the  very first issue of the American Historical Review 

which landed in my pigeon hole was the one with Joan Scott’s now utterly 

seminal essay on ‘Gender – a useful category of analysis’ in it, and in the 



 

 
 

following year Caroline Bynum’s Holy Feast and Holy Fast was published, 

and in that year, ’87 or ’88, I can’t remember now, I was part of a multi-

disciplinary, inter-disciplinary faculty reading group with colleagues from 

Modern History, American Studies, Literature, Sociology, Psychology, Biology 

and over the course of a year or eighteen months we read our way through half 

a dozen key new controversial books, some of them very controversial, like 

Black Athena, and gradually that helped me bring an interest in women’s 

history and gender history into my own work, and by 1995 I was publishing in 

that area, with a big article that came out early that year in Past & Present. And 

then there was a big transition for me personally in 1995 when I returned to the 

UK and found that whereas I had come from a world in which women and 

gender were really very central to intellectual activity, that they remained still a 

rather separate field within the practice of medieval history in the UK. And 

then shortly after that I joined a big European international project on the 

transformation of the Roman world, which was funded by the European 

Science Foundation and was an early example of an international inter-

disciplinary, collaborative research project. And, as I started attending the 

meetings of those, I realised that I was regressing into an even more traditional 

historiographical landscape, and that was really brought home at what was the 



 

 
 

very final plenary meeting of this whole five year international project, when a 

very senior American scholar was invited to come and do a comment and a 

wrap-up on what had been achieved of five years of international scholarship; 

and he pointed out many of the advances that the project had made, but also 

high-lighted some of its gaps, and one of them he drew attention to was the 

lack of attention to social relations of all-sorts and to non-elites, and he said, 

and I’m quoting now ‘that no one had asked - did men and women experience 

transformation differently, and if so, how?’, and much to my surprise when he 

asked that question the plenary was followed by a very heated and rather 

unproductive discussion of a sort of ‘he said, she said’ – almost Punch & Judy 

nature – as scholars stuck into whether it was possible to even differentiate that 

question, and, out of my American background I thought ‘well, this is not 

going anywhere much’ and found myself on my feet saying ‘well, the question 

did they have different experiences is perhaps premature. We need to ask the 

question did women have a transformation of the Roman World?’ so it all 

started at that very specific moment, and it then spawned, erm……….attempts 

to get another European-funded project off the ground, which were actually 

unsuccessful, but, to cut a long story short, resulted also in what I think was the 

real fruit of that occasion, was not so much my own article but the volume 



 

 
 

which I co-edited with Lesley Brubaker that was published in 2004 on Gender 

in the Early Medieval World, East & West, 300 to 900, and that was really our 

attempt to say ‘well here is the missing strand from that earlier big European 

project. Here’s how there’s a whole range of very, very important questions 

which follow on from the sorts of questions about economic and social and 

religious and political change that the project had been asking, that had been 

completely ignored’. 

And so my article on ‘Did women have a transformation of the Roman 

World?’ was a very specific response to my return to the British, and then 

catapulting into the European historiographical landscape, from the US 

background, and I don’t think I realised when I made my intervention at the 

conference that when I framed my question that way, the resonance of the way 

I worded my question would be lost on half the audience! (Chuckles from both) 

So really what I was trying to do was contribute to this discussion about 

why big questions about some of the really most fundamental master narratives 

in pre-modern history were so completely gender-blind. And why, when the 

project had been set-up, no attention had been thought necessary and this 

project had started in 1993, so it wasn’t as though one could say oh well it had 



 

 
 

been running such a long time that women’s history hadn’t even been heard of 

or anything, because it wasn’t. 

 

So that, as I say, is rather a long answer to your question. So there was 

both…. There was a conjuncture {laughter from both} of political issues within 

the profession, my own career trajectory, the different places that women’s 

history and gender history occupy in US, UK, European discourses. 

 

LA : Mmm, that’s really interesting. So, why do you think it was that gender 

was quite so absent from this discussion, particularly in Europe?  

 

JS : I think for the pretty fundamental reason that whether you think about the 

transition from Antiquity to the Middle Ages in terms of the very traditional 

model of decline and fall of the Roman world, or as this ESF project did in 

terms of much more nuanced and complex modes of transition and 

transformation; that whichever of those two big paradigms you choose they are 

nevertheless both still very, very deeply rooted and ground in what are some of 

the formative identity stories of Europe as we now know it and experience it of 

a range of nation states or states which may or may not be nations, who look 



 

 
 

back to their founding moments in that period of the collapse of the Roman 

world; that there is something so very deeply entrenched in the way one 

conceives of the political framing of master narratives for the identities of 

states and nations, which has made it peculiarly difficult  to introduce a note of 

gender, something which is integral as opposed to something which is simply a 

bolt-on, added extra at the side. 

 

LA : That’s interesting isn’t it, because research in that field in a later period – 

you know, the gendering of the nation state – was actually pretty well advanced 

by this stage I would have thought? 

 

JS : Yes, indeed and when I gave a paper which took some of that more recent 

work on the gendering of a nation state and started using it to think about the 

early Middle Ages, when I gave a paper on that in a continental conference 

within the last five years I was met with one question from a British colleague 

and a stony silence from everyone else. 

 

LA : Gosh! We need to start having more conversations across periods and 

geographies. 



 

 
 

 

JS : Well yes and I do actually think that from my own experience that that is 

one of the issues and it’s both a very personal one that I’ve always found that I 

take a lot of my intellectual inspiration and sustenance from talking to 

colleagues who are not in my own period and who are not medieval historians, 

whether they’re early modern and modern historians or ancient historians or 

people in other disciplines altogether and for me personally that is hugely 

important, but I’m also aware that when myself and other people write on 

gender in the early middle ages, that we only tend to be read by other medieval 

historians and for example, the reviews of the edited collection on gender in the 

early medieval world, all the journals who reviewed it sent it to medieval 

historians to review. And we had so carefully put the volume together to try 

and speak to a wider audience of people interested in gender history. So I think 

that others don’t always realise that The Middle Ages is not a unified, unitary 

period; they read some of the very high profile work like Caroline Bynum on 

the later Middle Ages and think that it speaks for the whole of a thousand 

years, which it does not, so another ancillary purpose has been to try and say 

well look let’s see if there’s something worthy of attention in its own right 



 

 
 

going on in the period between, very roughly, 300 and 1000, and find ways to 

engage in that diachronic conversation. 

 

LA : Sure, sure. Well, let’s hope that .. well I mean my guess is that the 

readership of Gender & History is really quite broad and in fact non-

medievalists would have read this article.  

 

JS : Yes, and I’m sure they will through turning to gender……. and turning to 

the pages of gender and history, but I would like very much, as you know, to 

find and continue to find more ways of making sure that we engage across the 

traditional chronological break points that tend to deal, tend to divide up our 

profession. 

 

LA : Sure, sure. Let me ask you a question about the article itself. In the article 

you say that it’s important to shift our scholarly gaze, if you like, from that big 

story of empire to the domestic sphere in order to, if you like, insert gender into 

that story. Now, a lot of gender historians might say ‘oh, that’s a bit dangerous 

because that immediately places women back into a very circumscribed 

sphere’. 



 

 
 

 

JS : To be absolutely honest with you I don’t think that’s entirely what I said in 

that article (Laughter from LA). I think I said that we should shift our starting 

point but not restrict our focus to the domestic sphere, but that by thinking 

about the domestic we can then reconfigure how we think about the more 

conventionally, in scare quotes, ‘political issues’ because we are talking about 

an early medieval world which is highly patrimonial, in which governance 

really is rooted in and through the household. You cannot separate out public 

and private. This is not a world which is amenable to a Habermasian analysis 

and I mean I know that the whole Habermas paradigm is under question by 

modernists for all sorts of reasons but that sort of polarity really misses the key 

point about the role of the household and patrimonial authority as a space in 

which women sometimes could indeed exercise huge influence and agency. 

And so that there are very powerful ways of re-configuring, I argued, the 

traditional topics of land, power, government and so forth, by looking at the 

place where patriarchal structures and patrimonial modes of operation are most 

embedded; in other words in a household and domestic context. 
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